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ABSTRACT
For traditional library collections, archivists can select a representa-
tive sample from a collection and display it in a featured physical or
digital library space. Web archive collections may consist of thou-
sands of archived pages, or mementos. How should an archivist
display this sample to drive visitors to their collection? Search en-
gines and social media platforms often represent web pages as cards
consisting of text snippets, titles, and images. Web storytelling is a
popular method for grouping these cards in order to summarize a
topic. Unfortunately, social media platforms are not archive-aware
and fail to consistently create a good experience for mementos.
They also allow no UI alterations for their cards. Thus, we created
MementoEmbed to generate cards for individual mementos and
Raintale for creating entire stories that archivists can export to a
variety of formats.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Trying to understand the di￿erences between web archive collec-
tions can be onerous. Thousands of collections exist [7], collections
can contain thousands of documents, and many collections contain
little metadata to assist the user in understanding their contents
[8]. How can an archivist display a sample of a collection in order
to drive visitors to their collection or provide insight into their
archived pages?
Search engines and social media platforms have settled on the
card visualization paradigm, making it familiar to most users. Web
storytelling is a popular method for grouping these cards to sum-
marize a topic, as demonstrated by tools such as Storify. For this
reason, AlNoamany et al. [1] made Storify the visualization target
of their web archive collection summaries. Because Storify shut
down in 2018 [3], we evaluated ￿fty alternative tools, such as Face-
book, Pinboard, Instagram, Sutori, and Paper.li [4]. We found that
they are not reliable for producing cards from mementos. Thus
we developed MementoEmbed [5], an archive-aware service that
can generate di￿erent surrogates [2] for a given memento. Cur-
rently supported surrogates include social cards, browser thumb-
nails (screenshots) [9], word clouds, and animated GIFs of the top
ranked images and sentences. MementoEmbed’s cards appropri-
ately attribute content to a memento’s original resource separately
from the archive, including both the original domain and its favicon
from the memento’s time period, as well as providing a striking im-
age, a text snippet and a title. MementoEmbed provides an extensive
API that helps machine clients request speci￿c information about
a memento. Raintale [6] leverages this API to generate complete
stories containing the surrogates of many di￿erent mementos.
2 THE MEMENTOEMBED-RAINTALE
ARCHITECTURE FOR STORYTELLING
Figure 1 demonstrates the relationship between MementoEmbed
and Raintale. In step 1, the user provides a template and a list of URI-
Ms to Raintale. In step 2, Raintale records all template variables. For
each provided URI-M, Raintale consults MementoEmbed’s API for
the value of each variable in the corresponding memento. In step 3,
MementoEmbed downloads the memento from its web archive and
performs natural language processing, image analysis, or extracts
information via the Memento Protocol [10], as appropriate to the
API request. In step 4, Raintale consolidates the data from these API
responses and renders the template with the gathered data, produc-
ing a story constructed from surrogates and other supplied content
(e.g., story title, collection metadata). Raintale can produce many
output formats, including HTML (Figure 2), Markdown, MediaWiki,
Jekyll, and Twitter Threads (Figure 3).
3 CONCLUSIONS
We introduced MementoEmbed for generating surrogates for single
mementos and Raintale for generating complete stories of memento
sets. We envision Raintale and MementoEmbed to be critical com-
ponents for summarizing collections of archived web pages through
visualizations familiar to general users. We developed MementoEm-
bed so that its API is easily usable by machine clients. Raintale lends
itself to incorporation into existing automated archiving work￿ows.
Archivists can leverage this form of storytelling to highlight a spe-
ci￿c subset of mementos from a collection. They can advertise
their holdings, feature speci￿c perspectives, focus on individual
mementos, or help users decide if a collection meets their needs.
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